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Bartlett Tank Liners Pty Ltd 
ACN: 127 659 830 
Ring Road, Wendouree, Ballarat, 
Australia
P.O. Box 49, Wendouree, Vic, 3355
Ph:  (03) 5339 3103 
Fax: (03) 5338 1241 
Sales:   Freecall 1800 115 440

KEY TANK LINER BENEFITS - AQUALINER Fresh®

Built Tough:

Waterproof:

Characteristic
Multi filament Polypropylene (PP) weave. Specifically designed Polyethylene (PE) films on both sides

Feature
Excellent flexibility, high tensile strength, waterproof, good abrasion resistance, reliable liner 
Black PE film has Sanitized® treatment which prevents bacterial/microbial growths

Benefit
Long life liner, peace of mind, proven performance

Characteristic
Special waterproof Polyethylene (PE) film laminated to BOTH sides of fabric.
Seal tape on BOTH sides of seams using purpose built welding equipment.
Weave base fabric allows liner to bridge gaps in tank wall.

Feature
Ensures absolutely no wicking or weeping through fabric edges. 
Double security of liner remaining watertight even if one side is damaged.
Liner installation is more forgiving.

Benefit
Proven waterproof and reliable product  
Proven resistance to tree roots and termites

Handles variable water qualities:

Characteristic
Polyethylene (PE) film has good chemical resistance properties.
Food Grade NSF/ANSI 61 (USA); AS/NZS 4020 (Australia)

Feature
Specifically designed Polyethylene (PE) films are very stable 
Liner compliant to regulative authorities.
BPA Free
NSF certification is based on total manufactured liner not just the fabric
Patented Sanitized® treatment on black PE film which prevents bacterial/microbial growth

Benefit
Versatile liner for multiple applications.
Guaranteed Safe to drink water stored in liner.
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Withstands harsh Australian conditions:

Termite and Tree Root proof:

Maximum design life assured:

Characteristic
Specially developed fabric PP weave has excellent heat resistant properties.
Special films have UV resistant formulation.
Liner doesn’t shrink in heat.

Feature
Minimal liner shrinkage due to excessive heat.  
UV formulation specifically designed for Tankliner application without jeopardising food grade qualities.

Benefit
Assured expected life

Characteristic
Specifically designed waterproof film on BOTH sides of fabric
Seal tape on BOTH sides of seams using purpose built welding equipment.

Feature
Ensures absolutely no wicking or weeping through fabric edges which can attract termites or tree roots. 
 

Benefit
Proven resistance to tree roots and termites
Guarantee of longer life Tankliner

Characteristic
Tank liner manufactured by company with 60 years experience in welding and designing industrial fabrics.
Tank liners manufactured in purpose built factory using specifically designed welding equipment.
Fabric design maximises various fabric qualities such as flex; abrasion; tear; tensile; puncture; shrinkage and 
stretch resistance. 

Feature
All design features built into liner fabric take into account the full production, transport, installation and usage 
requirements of the liner.
Unique tank liner fabrication process ensures quality welding 
Lug design and placement on liner base and walls ensures stresses on liner are minimised.
Liner remains in position during filling and emptying operations.

Benefit
Proven market leader and preferred liner for liner tanks 
Guaranteed liner performance.
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KEY DESIGN CRITERIA - AQUALINER Fresh®

THE SUPERIOR LINER FABRIC DESIGNED BY BARTLET TANK LINERS EXCLUSIVELY FOR PIONEER

Bartlett Tank Liners is a fully owned subsidiary of C.E Bartlett with over 35 years experience in the 
development and manufacture of supported fabrics for the tank liner market and over 60 years in the 
industrial textiles industry. As the recognised market leader in providing water containment solutions, 
BTL prides itself on quality products backed by years of development and close working relationships 
with both its fabric supplier and the installers of the tank liners to ensure the end customer receives the 
best possible solution to their water storage needs.

KEY CRITERIA OF AQUALINER Fresh®

Tank liner fabrics for “drop in” style kit tanks are subject to 2 distinctly different environments and subsequent 
duress during its life.
These environments are 

1. The process of fabrication, transport and installation
2. The process of containing liquid in its installed state and withstanding filling and emptying forces.

From experience it is found that the first of these 2 environments is the cause of most known problems. 
During fabrication, transport and installation the fabric must withstand extreme flexing, abrasion upon itself 
and other surfaces and tensile stresses. Thicker liners are typically heavier thus exposing the material to even 
greater forces in all these elements. It could be easily argued that a much thinner and lighter liner fabric will 
perform much better during the fabrication, transport and installation stages.

The critical criteria for a liner is to perform in its second environment (i.e. the liners in service environment) is 
tensile strength, shrink resistance, flexibility, chemical resistance and of course waterproofness. 

AQUALINER Fresh® - Sanitized®

The water side of the black PE film on AQUALINER Fresh® has antimicrobial  protection by Sanitized®.
This treatment has the following features.

• Improves Freshness of the Liner
• Prevents Bacterial/Microbial Growth
• AS4020 and NSF61 Approved
• Developed with Collaboration with Gale Pacific; CE Bartlett Pty Ltd and Pioneer Water Tanks
• World Class Protection Additive
• Australian Developed and Manufactured
• Patented Technology
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The above graph demonstrates the estimated value against each of the key criteria considered during design 
and evaluation of AQUALINER Fresh®

Often the features included in a fabric to address one of these criteria have a negative impact on another key 
criteria, e.g. to address abrasion resistance the fabric is made thicker however this has a negative effect on the 
fabrics flexibility performance. As such the design of an ideal liner fabric is a balance and compromise of all the 
solutions that address the key criteria above.

In designing a suitable liner fabric, some of the key criteria that need to be considered are: 

• Flexibility
• Abrasion resistant
• Tear and tensile strength
• Chemical resistance
• Fabric Weight 
• Shrink resistance/ stability
• Waterproofness

UV Resistance

Flex Resistance

Abrasion 
Resistance

Tear &  tensile
Strength

Puncture Resistance

Water Proof  Under Pressure

BBL Wicking Control

Weight

Heat Resistance

Shrinkage

Stretch

Chemical 
Resistance

Food  Grade

Value fo r Purpose

AQUALINER Fresh®

Acceptable risk for domestic liners

KEY CRITERIA OF AQUALINER Fresh® - CONTINUED 
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Ph:  (03) 5339 3103 
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5 LAYERED FABRIC - AQUALINER Fresh®

AQUALINER Fresh® is a unique 5 layer fabric developed exclusively for Pioneer Water Tanks:
 A multi filament polypropylene weave provides superior strength and flexibility. Both sides of this weave are 
coated with an advanced Polyolefin coating. In turn, both sides of the fabric are coated with an inert polyethylene 
film. The black film is treated with Sanitized® to prevent bacterial and microbial growth.   

RECOGNITION OF LINER TOLERANCES

Bartlett Tank Liners recognise that although AQUALINER Fresh® is an extremely reliable and technically 
advanced fabric, there are tolerances to the applications in which it can be used. We operate well within the 
known and proven limitations of the liner materials:

• We do not manufacture liners outside our recommended size limits for AQUALINER Fresh®
• Any non potable water application is subject to liner suitability assessment (by way of water analysis) 

prior to AQUALINER Fresh® being approved for that particular application
• If AQUALINER Fresh® is not suitable due to size limitations we offer Industratex® which has greater flex 

and abrasion resistance making it more suitable for lager tank liners.

AQUALINER Fresh®  

Layer 2. Propriety co-extrusion of Thermoplastic

Layer 4. Propriety co-extrusion of Thermoplastic
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FABRIC WEAVE PROVIDES LINER STRENGTH - AQUALINER Fresh® 

AQUALINER® remains waterproof and 
retains shape under high pressure due 
to weave structure

A Fabric constructed from a weave is the most practical method to achieve the desired tear and tensile strength 
for a liner fabric. A fabric without a weave will continue to stretch when the tank is filled (particularly if the tank 
wall is corrugated) and then relax when water level drops. The water level in a tank will rise and drop several 
times throughout the lifetime of the liner, thus resulting in a thinner and less secure liner over time. It is possible 
to prolong this stretching by using a thicker non woven material however from experience we know this only 
prolongs the inevitable stretch problems with the liner.
Unsupported liner fabrics can be made from PVC; Polyethylene or Polypropylene. Our comments regarding 
stretch are the same for all 3 styles of unsupported liner materials; again the time they take to fail may change 
however the potential for a liner failure is still high due to low tensile and tear strength. 

A woven fabric tensile strength is not affected by temperature as the yarns hold their strength; it is not relying on 
the waterproof coatings for strength.

As the laminations on both sides of the weave of BTL specifically designed Tank Liner fabrics are similar to a 
non woven fabric, a practical explanation is that a non woven liner material is similar to a woven material without 
the reinforcement.
This is similar to concrete without reinforcement.

Over many years we have developed various testing methods for liner fabrics. This testing and experience has 
been used during our design and development of fabric specifically designed for Tankliner applications. The 
advantages of a woven fabric can easily be demonstrated by our “tube test” where we fabricate a tube out of the 
liner fabric and subject it to water pressure.

Note lower pressure on gauge.
As the fabric stretches it becomes weaker.

Because there is no weave the tube stretches 
at any weak point. Once the stretching starts 
it continues in this area thus making the fabric 
thinner and thinner and weaker and weaker. 
Until it finally bursts. 

A WOVEN FABRIC IS A SUPERIOR TANK LINER FABRIC

Testing a non woven fabric for strength
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BART SEAL - AQUALINER Fresh®

WELD SEAL TAPE

The double seal tape weld is unique to BTL liners and is a result of 
identifying causes of failures or damage in liners and understanding 
the cause of such problems. As a result BTL custom designed a 
welder to encapsulate the seams with a special seal tape on both 
sides of the liner, thus removing the identified issues.

BTL EXCLUSIVE SEAM SEAL TAPE ON BOTH SIDES OF THE LINER SEAMS

Below are photos of tree root intrusion and termite damage that led to developing the double seal tape 
production method now exclusive by BTL.

AQUALINER Fresh® comes with a double seal tape welded seam that is exclusive to BTL products. The seal 
tape provides added integrity to the welded seams as well as providing an additional barrier to protect against 

Tree root damage as a result trees sourcing water 
source and penetrating unsealed seam. Double Seal 

tape welds prevent such occurrences

Termite damage results from water entering fabric via 
an unsealed seam in a liner. Double Seal tape welds 

prevent such occurrences
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TOP STRAP AND WALL FIXING LUGS - AQUALINER Fresh®

TOP STRAP FINISH TO LINER WALLS

AQUALINER Fresh® liners as standard are manufactured 
with a top of wall reinforcement known as top strap. Top 
strap is an extruded LDPE (Low Density Polyethylene) 
that is heat welded to the top of the liner. The liner is 
secured to the top of the tank by tek screws through the 
top strap.

WALL AND BASE FIXING LUGS

Wall and Base fixing Lugs are heat welded to the exterior of 
the liner at predetermined intervals. Each of these lugs has 
an eyelet that accommodates the standard fixing bolt for the 
panels on that particular tank.

The benefits of attaching the liner to both the wall and base 
of the tank at regular intervals are:

• The liner remains evenly distributed in the tank 
through out fill cycles

• The entire weight of the liner is not hanging from the 
top of wall fixings

• The lugs allow the liner to move and flex whilst not 
moving away from the wall. (Some liners are “stuck” 
to the wall restricting the ability of the liner to flex)

The benefits of the top strap finish to the liner walls are:
• The liner itself is not placed under undue stress that may occur if the fixing were to be undertaken directly 

through the liner fabric.
• Fixing meets the requirements of AS 2304-2011 Water Storage Tanks for Fire Protection
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WHY MY DRINKING WATER MAY TASTE DIFFERENT TO THAT FROM A 
CONCRETE TANK - AQUALINER Fresh®

Bartlett Tank Liners is a fully owned subsidiary of C.E Bartlett with 30 years experience in the 
development and manufacture of supported fabrics for the tank liner market and over 60 years in the 
industrial textiles industry.. As the recognised market leader in providing water containment solutions, 
BTL prides itself on quality products backed by years of development and close working relationships 
with both its fabric supplier and the installers of the tank liners to ensure the end customer receives the 
best possible solution to their water storage needs.

AQUALINER Fresh® is our most technologically advanced domestic water tank liner. Developed exclusively for 
use as a drop in water tank liner, the fabric has the proven qualities that the astute customer demands:

SAFE - 
• Does not contain BPA
• Approved to AS 4020 (Australian Standard) and NSF61 (American Standard) products for use in contact 

with drinking water. The standard stipulates the containment vessel (in this case the AQUALINER Fresh® 
liner) must be tested to ensure no leaching occurs or chemicals taint / contaminate the water it is holding. 

• The NSF approved is tested on total manufactured Liner - not just the liner fabric.
• BTL undergoes yearly inspections and testing to maintain odr NSF certification. 

Rainwater chemistry

Rainwater falls from the sky generally with a very low mineral base and it is quite low in calcium which can 
cause the pH to be quite low due to its absence in the water supply and down as low as a pH of 5.5. This can 
drop even further depending on the water catchment and amount of plant litter and debris entering the tank and 
breaking down.

Concrete Tanks

The low pH rainwater entering the concrete tank undergoes the chemistry changes of being hardened up 
by lime leach from the concrete walls whilst in the tank and brings the pH to neutral or even possibly slightly 
alkaline.

AQUALINER Fresh® Lined Tanks

As the AQUALINER Fresh® liner is inert (does not cause chemistry changes in the water supply), the water 
entering the tank will remain at the same pH level. The water is “softer” than that of water coming from a 
concrete tank that has been undergone a chemical change and can taste quite different without being harmful to 
any degree.
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BPA FREE STATEMENT – AQUALINER Fresh®

AQUALINER Fresh® tank liners are supplied exclusively to Pioneer Water Tanks by Bartlett Tank Liners Pty Ltd, 
the raw material (“Trafab”) is supplied by Gale Pacific Pty Ltd. 

Gale Pacific’s statement confirming liner fabric is BPA free: 

I can confirm that Gale Pacific manufactured Trafab does NOT contain:

BPA – Bisphenol A
THM – Trihalomethane

The products are not generally used in the manufacture of polyethylene based films and fabrics

Andrew Nasarczyk
Research and Development Manager

Keith Bartlett

Director
Bartlett Tank Liners Pty. Ltd  &  C.E. Bartlett Pty Ltd
P.O. Box 49, Wendouree, Vic 3355
Australia
Phone 03 5339 3103
Fax 03 5338 1241

www.bartlett.net.au
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WHY HDPE IS NOT SUITABLE FOR A DROP IN STYLE TANK LINER - 
AQUALINER Fresh®

Sometimes Tank specifications ask for a HDPE liner. Typically this request and specifications are the result of a 
cut & paste from another large open earth style of liner contract.

HDPE (High Density Polyethylene) is to stiff to be welded into a tank shape and folded for transport to a tank 
site.

To construct a Tankliner using HDPE it must be cut and welded on site.

Welding a tank shape on site using HDPE is extremely difficult and in our opinion not a viable or reliable option.

CEB/BTL have tried welding a HDPE Tankliner onsite with limited success.

CEB/BTL are aware that other HDPE Liner welding companies have also tried unsuccessfully to construct and 
weld HDPE tankliners on site.  

HDPE is typically used for large relatively flat sheets where the 5-7m wide rolls are rolled out roughly in their fi-
nal position. The robust HDPE wedge welders are designed for welding on relatively flat ground and overlapping 
seams are designed with excessive overlaps. 
Welding HDPE into a shape consisting of vertical walls joining onto a circular base is extremely difficult and 
prone to failure due to leaking.  Leaks can be repaired via hot melt gun style welding however this is timely and 
costly to do and difficult to ensure complete waterproofness until tank is refilled again.
In our opinion using HDPE to make liners for liner tanks is NOT viable or practical.

Keith Bartlett

Director
Bartlett Tank Liners Pty. Ltd  &  C.E. Bartlett Pty Ltd
P.O. Box 49, Wendouree, Vic 3355
Australia
Phone 03 5339 3103
Fax 03 5338 1241

www.bartlett.net.au
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CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE - AQUALINER Fresh®

Cleaning and maintenance of AQUALINER Fresh® Liners

AQUALINER Fresh® Liners overview:
 
The AQUALINER Fresh® fabric is a woven polyethylene coated food grade fabric designed specifically for use 
in potable water storage applications. The liner may however be approved for alternate applications only when 
a full detailed water analysis is provided to Bartlett Tank Liners Pty Ltd who will provide a recommendation on 
whether the liner is either suitable or not for the particular application based on the information presented.
IMPORTANT NOTE: AQUALINER Fresh®, as is the case with all polyethylene fabric, has an extremely 
low tolerance to chlorides and other cleaning/ sterilising agents. 

NOTE: The use of chemicals to clean inlet pipes or shock treat a tank is possible but thorough washing 
down of the liner after cleaning is essential. Exposure of the liner to harmful chemicals may void the 
warranty of the liner.

SAFETY:

It is the responsibility of any persons entering a tank/ confined space to ensure that all necessary safety mea-
sures are addressed and adhered to prior to accessing the tank.

PRECAUTIONS:
• Footwear must be removed prior to entering ALL liner tanks to prevent stones etc coming into contact 

with the liner surface and potentially damaging the liner.
• Ensure any sediment, and foreign objects are removed from the base of the liner prior to the walking on 

the liner
• Any equipment brought into the tank must NOT be placed directly on the liner. Matting must be placed 

between any tools/ equipment and the liner.
• Ladders to have feet and tops covered with sock/ rags to protect the liner

RECOMMENDED CLEANING OF LINER 
Cleaning of liners can be safely undertaken by either of two methods:

Method ONE: Pressure Washer
• A Pressure washer on medium pressure can be used to wash down the interior of the liner to remove 

build-up of sediment on the liner
• Household dishwashing detergent may be added to assist in the breakdown of the build-up.
• Wash down liner and flush out dirty water prior to refilling tank

Method TWO: Soft head Mop
• Spray the  wall of the liner with a standard garden hose
• Use a soft head mop with clean fresh water from a bucket to wash down the liner 

IMPORTANT: Ensure mop does not have exposed sharp or hard edges that may damage the liner
• Household dishwashing detergent may be added to assist in the breakdown of the build-up.
• Wash down liner and flush out dirty water prior to refilling tank
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TIPS FOR IDENTIFYING THE CAUSE OF A LEAKING LINER - AQUALINER Fresh® 

Most often when there is a leaking liner and it is not obvious where the problem is, it is often found (after the 
liner has been replaced and an examination made) that the problem has been that the outlets have not sealed 
correctly to the liner.

If there are outlets in the liner we suggest that they be removed, cleaned thoroughly and the liner around the 
outlet is cleaned thoroughly.  The outlet may then be refitted taking particular care to ensure that the fit is water 
tight.

We suggest that after this that a strong light be put inside the liner and that someone carefully walks between 
the liner and the tank wall, and also crawls under the floor of the liner to look for the light coming through the 
liner. If there is a hole in the liner the strong light will shine through it and it will look like a star in the night sky.
We call this check for leaks a “moon walk”

We further suggest if possible that the tank be filled to just below the outlet and left for a day or two to make sure 
there are no leaks in the floor of the liner.
Then the tank be filled to just above the outlets and left to make sure there are no leaks around the outlets and 
then the tank be progressively filled and held in stages at say ¼ filled, ½ filled, then ¾ filled etc, to check if or 
where the liner may be leaking in the walls.

This likely cause should inspected when checking for leaks. 

1. Typical we have seen that outlets placed over seams in the liner can leak,
2. Outlets that have been sealed with silicone and the silicone not spread evenly and all over the gasket can 

cause a leak
3. Outlet seals not tightened sufficiently can cause a leak.
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PATCHING AN AQUALINER Fresh®

1.

4.

4.

2.

5.

5.

3.

6.

Tools
Clean Water, detergent or  spirits. 

Small paint brush and rag.  
Wire wool or fine grade sandpaper. 
Hot air gun or hair dryer etc. Hard 

roller.   
Small flat piece of timber.  

Liner repair  material.  Scissors

Position the backing board behind the 
area being repaired, smooth the repair 
area over the board so as the area is 

flat.

Roll the patch with a hard roller as it 
is applied to expel all air and ensure 
good adhesion. The soft gum of the 

repair patch should be rolled so as to 
spew out slightly from the clear film. 

Thoroughly clean the damaged liner 
area with mild detergent or methylated 

spirits mixed with water. Rinse with 
clear water and dry with the hot air 

gun. 

Gently and uniformly heat the backing 
paper on the patch material until the 
black gum softens and becomes very 

sticky. 
Gently heat to warm the liner area 
being repaired (do not over heat as 

the liner will be damaged)

Completed repair patch

Lightly buff the area with the wire wool 
of fine grade sandpaper.

Peel back 50 mm of the backing paper  
and  press the patch down firmly  at 
the start of the area to be repaired. 
Pull back on the backing paper and 

unroll at the same time.
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MAXIMUM CHLORINE TOLERANCE

Model
Gross Capacity

Litres

Industratex®
Maximum Chlorine dosing 

In Litres
(4 ppm)

Pre Approved Chlorine 
dosing in Litres

(50 ppm)
0.0488 GT10 12,200 0.61
0.0764 GT20 19,100 0.955

0.110168 GT30 27,542 1.3771
0.150296 GT40 37,574 1.8787
0.195852 GT50 48,963 2.44815
0.248444 GT60 62,111 3.10555
0.306016 GT80 76,504 3.8252
0.37028 GT90 92,570 4.6285

0.440464 GT110 110,116 5.5058
0.517168 GT130 129,292 6.4646
0.599792 GT150 149,948 7.4974
0.688536 GT170 172,134 8.6067
0.783404 GT200 195,851 9.79255
0.886416 GT220 221,604 11.0802
0.991496 GT250 247,874 12.3937
1.162528 GT290 290,632 14.5316
1.312384 GT330 328,096 16.4048
1.471324 GT370 367,831 18.3915 5

AQUALINER Fresh®

Maximum Chlorine dosing 
in Litres
(4 ppm)

Model
Gross Capacity Industratex®

Pre Approved Chlorine dosing
In Litres

(50 ppm)Litres

1.5 Shots

0.0488 GT10 12,200 0.61

20 Shots

1 Stubby

0.37028 GT90 92,570 4.6285

12.3 Stubbies

1 long Neck

0.688536 GT170 172,134 8.6067

12.5 Long Necks

4 Stubbies

1.47132 4 GT370 367,831 18.3915 5

49 Stubbies

Allowable liquid Chlorine for Typical GT Tanks 
AQUALINER Fresh®

Pioneer Rural/Domestic Tank range
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NSF International

Live Safer
TM

789 N. Dixboro Rd.  Ann Arbor, MI 48105, USA
1-800.NSF.MARK | +1-734.769.8010 | www.nsf.org TEST REPORT

FI20171003150606 J-00268554
This report shall not be reproduced, except in its entirety, without the written approval of NSF.  This report does not represent NSF Certification or authorization to
use the NSF Mark.  Authorization to use the NSF Mark is limited to products appearing in the Company’s Official NSF Listing (www.nsf.org).  The results relate only
to those items tested, in the condition received at the laboratory.

172 Ring Road Ballarat

Australia

P.O. Box 49 Wendouree
Victoria 3355

Mr. Matt Brown
Send To:  3A240

Thank you for having your product tested by NSF International.

Please contact your Project Manager if you have any questions or concerns pertaining to this report.

Report Authorization Date 03-OCT-2017

Amanda Phelka - Director, Toxicology Services

Result Report Date

Trade Designation

Project Number

Test Type

Project Manager

PASS

AQUALINER FRESH®  | tank liner

W0421497

03-OCT-2017

Jenae Bahoura

Qualification

NSF/ANSI 61

AQUALINER FRESH® 
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Bartlett Tank Liners Pty Ltd 
ACN: 127 659 830 
Ring Road, Wendouree, Ballarat, 
Australia
P.O. Box 49, Wendouree, Vic, 3355
Ph:  (03) 5339 3103 
Fax: (03) 5338 1241 
Sales:   Freecall 1800 115 440

PRODUCT PROFILE - AQUALINER Fresh®

Product Description:

AQUALINER Fresh® is a heavy duty polyethylene 
material exclusively developed by Bartlett Tank 
Liners Pty Ltd to provide a membrane for water 
storage, specifically for tank lining applications. It 
has a white film coating one side and a black film 
lamination on the other side.
The black film has been treated with Sanitized® to 
prevent bacterial/microbial growth. 

Nominal Fabric Mass:

Tensile Strength:

Nominal Thickness:

Elongation at Break:

Wing Tear:

Coating Adhesion:

Flex Cracking:

Max/Min Temperature:

Max/Min Temperature:

405 grams per square meter

Newtons per 50mm (AS2001.2.3)
Warp: 1901N
Weft: 1353N

0.60mm

(AS2001.2.3) (AS4878.6 - method 1)
Warp: 24.8%
Weft: 18.8%

Newtons per 50mm (AS2001.2.10) (AS4878.6 - method A2)
Warp: 255N
Weft: 135N

Newtons per 50mm (AS4878.2 - preparation 2)
75-85N

(AS4878.9 - method B)
97,000 cycles

-30°C to +70°C

Both faces have UV resistance and therefore may be exposed to the sun.
Excessive exposure and temperature may dry and shrink the material. It is
therefore recommended that the fabric be covered and protected from the UV

Approvals:

Fabric is suitable for contact with foodstuffs 
according to: Australian Standard AS2070

Australian Standard: AS/NZS 4020:
Products for use in contact with drinking water.
Report ID: 211045
American Standard: NSF/ANSI Standard 61:
Drinking Water Approval. 
Job Number: J-00268554 Dated: 03-OCT-2017

Fabric Properties:

For further information please contact Bartlett Tank Liners Pty Ltd:
Free Call: 1800 115 440
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS  BTL - AQUALINER Fresh®  TANK LINER 

Why should I buy a BTL Liner?

Your tank is really only as good as the liner you put in it. Pioneer and AQUALINER Fresh® liners are made 
by BTL which is a company owned and managed by C.E Bartlett PTY LTD. Bartlett’s have been operating since 
1956 and have been making tank liners for past 30 years in fact it was Bartlett’s who made the worlds first 
reinforced Polyethylene liner, and Bartlett’s still set the benchmark for tank liner manufacture and innovation in 
Australia and indeed the world.

Why is AQUALINER Fresh® made of Polyethylene (PE)?

PE. is probably the best food grade plastic, its used to make drink bottles etc, it is economical and is extremely 
tough, strong and has a very long life. (PE plastic in the dark lasts for ever hence the recycle / disposal issues)  
The black surface on the inside and the white surface on the outside of AQUALINER Fresh® are both polyeth-
ylene, in-fact the black polyethylene has remained substantially unchanged by BTL for the last 20 years. BTL 
have found this material to be excellent for the application.

Does AQUALINER Fresh® have Metallocene in it?

Yes - All plastics including AQUALINER Fresh® are mix of many compounds, different compounds being added 
to give the material the characteristics needed.  The polyethylenes used to make tank liners have a mix of colour 
pigments, plasticizers to make them flexible, hardeners to make them abrasion resistant. UV stabilisers and 
others. Metallocene is a catalyst added to improve the weldability and other properties  of the Polyethylene, 
Metallocene has been in the AQUALINER Fresh® materials for the past 20 years. 

Why is AQUALINER Fresh® reinforced?

Liners are made of plasticized materials, it is common now for these materials to have a weave inside it. We call 
this weave the reinforcement as it serves a similar purpose to reinforcement in concrete.

1. Tank liners used to be made of materials that did not have a weave, these materials are great for holding 
water in a dam or pond ie where the material is laid flat on the ground, but when an unreinforced material 
is hung in  a tank it is found that it stretches particularly at the top of the tank. This stretching is caused 
by the weight of the fabric itself and by the water pushing the material into the tank corrugations etc. 
Stretching of the liner continues over time because the stretched material falls to the bottom of the tank 
as it empties  and is held there by the water;  when the tank re-fills the water again pulls down on the 
liner and pushes it into corrugations causing further stretching. The problem with this is that the material 
gets thinner as it stretches, and as the liner stretch a bit every time the tank fills it eventually get so thin it  
tears and  fails. Some manufactures have upgraded there material from 0.5mm to 0.75 mm to give liners 
a longer life but really this only prolongs the failure. 

2. Unsupported liner are also known to get holes in them easier than the reinforced liners 

3. Unsupported liners can not hold the weight of water in the tank should there be a later problem with soil 
erosion at the bottom of the tank or vermin borrowing under the tank etc.
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Why does AQUALINER Fresh® have 5 layers?

The five AQUALINER Fresh® layers  are:
Layer 1 - White - White Metallocene Polyethylene film
Layer 2 - Blue - Propriety co-extrusion of Thermoplastic Olefins (TPO’s) & Metallocene technology
Layer 3 - Weave: - High tenacity multifilament Polypropylene
Layer 4 - Blue - Propriety co-extrusion of Thermoplastic Olefins (TPO’s) & Metallocene technology
Layer 5 - Black - Black Metallocene Polyethylene film treated by Sanitized®

The weave is strong and pliable multifiliment polypropylene this gives the liner material the required tensile 
strength, tear strength and resistance to stretch, the polypropylene weave of  AQUALINER Fresh® is stronger 
and more flexible than the polyethylene weave used in most other tank liner materials. Polypropylene also 
shrinks less when subject to heat.

The blue layers on each side of the weave provided the secondary waterproofing layers for the liner, The white 
PE layer is also soft and pliable giving the liner greater flexibility. 

The black layer on the inside and the white layer on the outside of the liner material are the primary water 
proofing layers. These layers exists because BTL have found from over 30 plus years of tank liner manufacture 
that some (but not all) materials with only one waterproof layer will allow water to seep through it.  This is similar 
to air seeping through a balloon that has been left blown up for a long time. To prevent water seepage it is best 
practice to put a second water proof layer on both the inside and the outside of the material.

Why is the second water proof layer needed on the outside of the tank liner ?

The waterproof layers on the inside of the tank can be accidentally damaged (say during cleaning etc) if this 
happens water will get into the weave of the material. The weave is not water proof and the water will then 
be able to seep through the liner if there is only a single outer layer. The second outside waterproof layer and 
the sealed welded seams on the outside of the liner prevent this seepage. The outer water proof layer is like 
additional security. AQUALINER Fresh® is the only tank liner fabric available that has this additional outer layer 
for security.

What is the advantage of the five layers of AQUALINER Fresh®?

A true 5 layer liner material has two water proof layers on EACH side of the material. This is to ensure that water 
cannot get into or out of the liner.

Other companies have 5 layer fabric what is the difference between AQUALINER 
Fresh® and the other fabrics ?

We believe that AQUALINER Fresh® material is the best and most suited materials for tank liners.  
Because AQUALINER Fresh® has the proven performance it is the bench mark for tank liner materials that 
other companies try to copy. The fact is AQUALINER Fresh® is unique and it is a Patented five layer material, 
that is the proven leading tankliner. 
If you scratch a sample of AQUALINER Fresh® fabric carefully you can see the five layers ie the white, blue, the 
weave, the blue and the black layers these layers are all distinct and different.
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Are thicker liner materials better than thin liner materials?

No.
 
Key requirement of a good tank liner materials are flexibility and light weight . Flexibility and minimal weight is 
required so that the installer can install the liner without damaging it and also so that the material of the liner can 
move in the water as the tank empties and fills. Generally the thicker materials are less flexible and are heavier. 
When liner fabric is folded it is stretched on the outside of the fold (and compressed on the inside of the fold) 
and materials stretched in this manner can be very easily damaged on the outside of the folds. It is known that 
such damage can occur on some materials when they are folded and boxed for transport. When transported the 
folded, stretched liner material rubs against itself causing damage and holes. 
Ideally tank liner material would be very thin, say like glad wrap, such a thin plastic however is not sufficiently 
strong enough for tank liners. But multiple layers of thin  plastics as used in AQUALINER Fresh® provides the 
flexibility, weight, strength and waterproofness required.

What colour is AQUALINER® and AQUALINER Fresh®?

From the year 2000 until 2017 the outer surface of AQUALINER® was a bright green colour, which made it very 
noticeable and distinct from any other liner fabric in the market. 
When the new AQUALINER Fresh® fabric with the Sanitized® treatment was developed the outer surface was 
changed to white to represent the new fresh bacterial/microbial free liner fabric. 

What are the seal tapes on both sides of the liner seams for,  (sealed welded seams)?

Generally the reinforcing weave of tank liner materials are by their nature absorbent, ie water can travel into and 
through the weave. 
It is known that if tank liners have seams that allow water to enter the fabric edge, on the inside or outside of the 
liner the water will travel through the weave and leak out at a cut edge of the panel on the outside of the liner. 
This leak may be small and may not even be noticeable but it can be a source of water to allow tree root 
intrusion or termite attack.
Some manufacturers seal their welded seams on the inside of the liner only. This prevents water getting into the 
weave at the cut edges of the liner panels, however water may also get into the weave if the inside of the liner is 
damaged say during cleaning and in this instance a leak will occur as the water can escape form the unsealed 
welded seam on the outside of the liner.  
Only the BTL AQUALINER Fresh® has a sealed welded seam on the inside, to stop water getting into the weave 
and on the outside to stop water getting out.

Other companies have seal tapes on their liners  why is AQUALINER Fresh® tapes 
better ?

Only the BTL AQUALINER Fresh® has a sealed welded seam on BOTH sides of the liner.

So do liners that don’t have a 5 layers fabric and sealed welded seams on the inside 
and the outside always leak water ?

No.

1. The provision of AQUALINER Fresh® five layer fabric with sealed welded seams on the inside and also 
the outside of the liner is to better insure that the liner does not leak.  Under ideal conditions liners do 
not leak and the majority of inferior liners perform as required. However factors such as damage to the 
inside surface of the liner, stretching, temperature changes, incorrect fitting, water quality etc may cause 
problems. The AQUALINER Fresh® liner construction better tolerates these variables. 

2. BTL also make Industratex® 650 and Industratex® 420 liners and liners from other materials that do not 
have 5 layers or sealed welded seams. However these materials are generally more costly and/or are 
specially made for commercial, industrial or more demanding applications or are simply not as good as 
AQUALINER Fresh®.
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What are the lugs or tabs for?

Lugs or fixing tabs are provided on the AQUALINER Fresh® liner for two reasons

1. To better ensure that the liner is fitted correctly in the tank and to hold it in this position, even when the 
tank is emptied for cleaning etc.

2. To prevent the extra liner wall height falling to the bottom of the tank when the tank is emptied. The 
extra liner height is so the liner is big enough to move into the corrugations of the tank and not become 
stretched by the water pressure.

Note:- liners are made bigger than the tank to ensure the water pressure can not stretch the liner in the tank.

What is the Tap Strap for?

Top strap is a robust plastic strap that is welded to the top of the liner and provides excellent strength when fixing 
the liner to the top of the tank with Tek screws or concrete anchors. 

What quality control measures are used in the manufacture of the AQUALINER Fresh® 
liners?

BTL have ISO accreditation on the following extensive quality controls in place during the manufacture of 
AQUALINER Fresh®, tank liners.

1. Fabric suitability acceptance tests (each roll of fabric).
2. Pre cutting light box examination of the fabric (examination for holes).
3. Examination of the fabric during cutting and also during welding (defect examination).
4. Welded seam strength testing (welder configuration testing).
5. Moon walking (under light final examination for holes).
6. Pre despatch final measurement verification.
7. Pre despatch verification of customer order details against manufacturing records.
8.  Manufacture quality verification records  (Quality sheet records).
9. Liner number assignment (each liner has an assigned serial number for traceability).
10. Annual NSF and ISO auditing of processes and records as well as strict food grade certification.

What food grade standards apply to AQUALINER Fresh® Liners?

AQUALINER Fresh® is approved by 

1. Australian Standards  AS/NZS 4020
2. American Standard  NSF/ANSI Standard 61

NSF certification is tested on the total manufactured liner, not just the fabric.

What are the advantages of AQUALINER Fresh® over other liner fabrics? 

 
1. 5 layer. - Specifically designed for tank liner application. 
2. In use for 30 years ie it is a known and proven material.
3. Same inside surface has been used in Bartlett liners for the past 30 years ie it is a known and proven 

material. 
4. Inside black PE film has patented Sanitized® treatment which prevents bacterial/microbial growth. 
5. Made in Australia.
6. Exported around the world.
7. Over 50,000 AQUALINER® liners have been made in the last 25 years.
8. Liners with production problems are less than 0.05%  (warranty approved).
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What things can damage a liner?

   
1. Striking it with a ladder (best to wrap the legs of ladders before putting them in the tank).
2. Walking on it with heavy shoes or with shoes that have stones embedded in the sole.
3. Dropping tools or other hard objects into the tank.
4. Striking the liner with a hard broom, shovel, scrapper or other hard implement.
5. Striking the liner with  fittings attached to a hose.
6. Striking the liner with a pump.
7. Using solvents, bleaches, chlorines or other chemicals etc that are too strong (ie not sufficiently diluted). 
8. Leaving solvents, bleaches, chlorines or other chemicals etc on the liner for long periods of time.
9. Sun light and wind.
10. Excess flexing of the liner caused by water movement filling and emptying.

How can I clean my liner?

 A suggested method of cleaning a liner is

1. Empty or near empty the tank.
2. Empty dirty or muddy water via the scour or suction pump.
3. With clean water and soft sponge wipe down the walls and floor of the liner.
4. Use hot water and soap (as used for dishwashing) if necessary to remove stubborn stains).
5. Empty the tank
6. Hose down the liner and empty again.
7. The liner may be disinfected with swimming pool chlorine (ie sodium hypochlorite etc) at a concentration 

of not more than 20 ppm. 
8. Within 2 hours of the disinfection, hose down and completely empty the liner.   Then hose down the liner 

again ( hose all the liner including the top of the walls) and fill the liner to at least 200mm deep with clean 
water. This is to insure that high chlorine levels are not left in the liner as this may cause liner damage.
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Industratex® 650
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KEY DESIGN CRITERIA - Industratex®

THE SUPERIOR LINER FABRIC DESIGNED BY BARTLET TANK LINERS EXCLUSIVELY FOR PIONEER

Bartlett Tank Liners is a fully owned subsidiary of C.E Bartlett with 30 years experience in the 
development and manufacture of supported fabrics for the tank liner market and over 60 years in the 
industrial textiles industry.. As the recognised market leader in providing water containment solutions, 
BTL prides itself on quality products backed by years of development and close working relationships 
with both its fabric supplier and the installers of the tank liners to ensure the end customer receives the 
best possible solution to their water storage needs.

KEY CRITERIA OF Industratex® 650

Tank liner fabrics for “drop in” style kit tanks are subject to 2 distinctly different environments and subsequent 
duress during its life.
These environments are 

1. The process of fabrication, transport and installation
2. The process of containing liquid in its installed state and withstanding filling and emptying forces.

From experience it is found that the first of these 2 environments is the cause of most known problems. 
During fabrication, transport and installation the fabric must withstand extreme flexing, abrasion upon itself 
and other surfaces and tensile stresses. Thicker liners are typically heavier thus exposing the material to even 
greater forces in all these elements. It could be easily argued that a much thinner and lighter liner fabric will 
perform much better during the fabrication, transport and installation stages.

The critical criteria for a liner is to perform in its second environment (i.e. the liners in service environment) is 
tensile strength, shrink resistance, flexibility, chemical resistance and of course waterproofness. 

In designing a suitable liner fabric, some of the key criteria that need to be considered are: 

• Flexibility
• Abrasion resistant
• Tear and tensile strength
• Chemical resistance
• Fabric weight
• Shrink resistance / stability
• Waterproofness
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The above graph demonstrates the estimated value against each of the key criteria considered during design 
and evaluation of Industratex® 650 and Industratex® 420

Often the features included in a fabric to address one of these criteria have a negative impact on another key 
criteria, e.g. to address abrasion resistance the fabric is made thicker however this has a negative effect on the 
fabrics flexibility performance. As such the design of an ideal liner fabric is a balance and compromise of all the 
solutions that address the key criteria above.
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FABRIC DETAILS - Industratex® 650

BTL has developed Industratex®, a liner fabric that is 100% watertight and has high abrasion and scuff resistant 
surfaces. Industratex® liners are manufactured from a Foodgrade 650gsm PVC is approved to Australian AS/
NZS 4020 and American NSF/ANSI Standard 61 for contact with potable water.

The Pioneer Industratex® (manufactured exclusively by Bartlett Tank Liners Pty Ltd) is an alternative liner 
developed for more aggressive water storage applications. 

BTL Tank Liner fabrics and Liner fabrication processes are specifically designed for “drop in” Tank Liner 
applications. This unique design and engineering ensures the appropriate balance of the key fabric and 
fabrication criteria is optimised.

• In comparison to  AQUALINER®, Industratex® is more robust and because of its extra strength and 
special handling qualities.

• Suitable for large and complex liner shapes and designs.
• HIGH Abrasion Resistance
• High Tear and Tensile Strength
• Extremely good flexibility
• Non Wicking
• Suitable for a variety of non-potable grade water, such as grey (treated), bore, ground or well water.
• A standard feature of Pioneer’s larger water tanks.

Key Benefits
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FABRIC WEAVE PROVIDES LINER STRENGTH - Industratex® 

A Fabric constructed from a weave is the most practical method to achieve the desired tear and tensile strength 
for a liner fabric. A fabric without a weave will continue to stretch when the tank is filled (particularly if the tank 
wall is corrugated) and then relax when water level drops. The water level in a tank will rise and drop several 
times throughout the lifetime of the liner, thus resulting in a thinner and less secure liner over time. It is possible 
to prolong this stretching by using a thicker non woven material however from experience we know this only 
prolongs the inevitable stretch problems with the liner.
Unsupported liner fabrics can be made from PVC; Polyethylene or Polypropylene. Our comments regarding 
stretch are the same for all 3 styles of unsupported liner materials; again the time they take to fail may change 
however the potential for a liner failure is still high due to low tensile and tear strength. 

A woven fabric tensile strength is not affected by temperature as the yarns hold their strength; it is not relying on 
the waterproof coatings for strength.

As the laminations on both sides of the weave of BTL specifically designed Tank Liner fabrics are similar to a 
non woven fabric, a practical explanation is that a non woven liner material is similar to a woven material without 
the reinforcement.
This is similar to concrete without reinforcement.

Over many years we have developed various testing methods for liner fabrics. This testing and experience has 
been used during our design and development of fabric specifically designed for Tank liner applications. The 
advantages of a woven fabric can easily be demonstrated by our “tube test” where we fabricate a tube out of the 
liner fabric and subject it to water pressure.

Note lower pressure on gauge.
As the fabric stretches it becomes weaker.

35m pressure and no leaking or stretching

Because there is no weave the tube stretches 
at any weak point. Once the stretching starts 
it continues in this area thus making the fabric 
thinner and thinner and weaker and weaker. 
Until it finally bursts. 

A WOVEN FABRIC IS A SUPERIOR TANK LINER FABRIC

Testing a non woven fabric for strength

Testing Industratex® Liner fabric for strength
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LINER CONSTRUCTION - Industratex®

All seams are welded with a unique welder that bonds the two cloths together. All welds are inspected for 
integrity.  

Wall and Base fixing Lugs are heat welded to the exterior of the liner at predetermined intervals. Each of these 
lugs has an eyelet that accommodates the standard fixing bolt for the panels on that particular tank.
All Lugs welded to Industratex® liners are a BTL designed double fin Lug the provides optimal strength and 
support to the liner.
Lugs can be fitted with eyelets to cater for bolts up to 18mm in diameter.

The benefits of attaching the liner to both the wall and base of the tank at regular intervals are:
• The liner remains evenly distributed in the tank through out fill cycles
• The entire weight of the liner is not hanging from the top of wall fixings
• The lugs allow the liner to move and flex whilst not moving away from the wall. (Some liners are “stuck” to 

the wall restricting the ability of the liner to flex

Industratex® liners as standard are manufactured with a top of wall reinforcement known as top strap. Top strap 
is extruded PVC that is heat welded to the top of the liner. The liner is secured to the top of the tank by tek 
screws through the top strap. 

The benefits of the top strap finish to the liner walls are:
• The liner itself is not placed under undue stress that may occur if the fixing were to be undertaken directly 

through the liner fabric.
• Fixing meets the requirements of AS 2304-2011 Water Storage Tanks for Fire Protection

Pioneer Industratex® (manufactured exclusively by Bartlett Tank Liners Pty Ltd) is an alternative liner developed 
for larger tank liners and / or more aggressive water storage applications. 

Welded Seams

Top Strap Finish to liner walls

Wall and Base fixing Lugs
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BTL has stringent internal quality procedures that ensure the superior performance of Industratex®  liners. 
These include but are not limited to:

• Testing each roll of fabric prior to being released to production. Tests determine whether the fabric meets 
our performance criteria for Industratex®  liners in strength/ abrasion resistance/ waterproofness/ coating 
consistency 

• Liners are manufactured completely at our premises in an extremely sterile environment to eliminate risk 
of contamination or damage to the liner.

• Liners are manufactured to internal quality assurance standards. Continual seam tests and visual 
inspection ensure the integrity of the liner

• Liners are fully packaged to ensure safe transportation to site.

• Bartlett Tank Liners recognise that although Industratex®  is an extremely reliable and technically 
advanced fabric, there are tolerances to the applications in which it can be used. We operate well within 
the known limitations of the liner materials:

• We do not manufacture liners outside our recommended size limits for Industratex® 
• Any non potable water application is subject to liner suitability assessment (by way of water analysis) 

prior to Industratex®  being approved for that particular application.

Recognition of Liner Tolerances

Ensuring the quality of Industratex® Liners
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INTRODUCING - Industratex® 420 

A brief overview

Industratex® 420 was developed in recognition that there was a void required to be filled where AQUALINER® 
was not recommended for a particular application and Industratex® 650 would prove to be to cost inhibitive for 
the liner tank to be viable. Key benefits are listed below:

• High flex and abrasion resistance
• Light weight for ease of handling during installation (This reduces risk of damage)
• High chlorine resistance ( 50ppm)
• Ideal for tank liners to suit Pioneer tanks larger than those where AQUALINER® is not recommended or 

covered by full warranty. (refer to price list for size range) 
• Ideal for intricate drop in liner designs including but not limited to: envelope liners, odd shape basement 

liners, liners with internal corners/ rebates/ sumps

Industratex® 420 is pre-approved for potable water application in roofed tanks. Any application other than this 
will require the submission of a detailed chemical analysis of the intended contents. Warranty on the particular 
liner for each application will be determined on the analysis of the information provided

Industratex® 420 (PVC Food Grade 420 gsm) 

Industratex® 420 offers all the qualities and strengths of our Industratex® 650 with a reduced cost. Ideal for 
applications that in the past would only have only been available in Industratex® 650 but the cost of such a liner 
would be too inhibitive.

• Approvals
• Fabric is suitable for contact with foodstuffs according to: Australian Standard AS2070 

Australian Standard: AS/NZS 4020: Products for use in contact with drinking water.                  
 Report Number: 4007/92.453

American Standard: NSF/ANSI Standard 61:   Drinking Water Approval.
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PVCs AND THE Industratex®  TANK LINER FABRIC

Unplasticized polyvinyl chloride (uPVC)

uPVC or Rigid PVC is often used in the building industry as a low-maintenance material and has application as 
water, sewerage, electrical pipes, timber finishes, car interiors, toys, furniture, etc.

Plasticized polyvinyl chloride (PVC)

This PVC is made softer and more flexible by the addition of plasticizers. In this form, it is used in clothing and 
upholstery, to make flexible hoses and tubing, flooring and roofing membranes, electrical cable insulation etc. 
and in commonly used in inflatable products such as waterbeds, pools toys, and inflatable structures.

A specifically blended and layered version of Plasticized polyvinyl chloride PVC is used for the manufacture of 
Industratex® and tank liner fabrics. 

As with all flexible PVCs including Industratex®, the PVC component is very stable and  has very good chemical 
resistance but these plastics are 60% PVC and 40% plasticiser and breakdown inevitably involves extraction 
of the plasticiser by  chemicals eg oils, by sun light, by heat through evaporation (very slowly ) or by actual 
breakdown of the plasticiser by chemicals eg caustic acid. The result of this is hardening of the product and 
cracking.

Industratex® is a world class PVC tank liner material that has an exceptional time proven performance for 
the storage of potable waters and other liquids. Such success is however not only due to the properties of the 
material itself but also to the understanding of its properties, limitations and applications by Bartlett Tank Liners 
P/L  and our affiliates. Important to the long life of PVC and Industratex® and Powrseal tank liners are the 
following effectors and the effect these may have are described.    
Note however the severity of the effect of these to Industratex® tank liner fabric depends on the concentration 
and the length of time (exposure) the fabric has to them.

Polyvinyl chloride, (Poly(chloroethanediyl)) commonly abbreviated PVC, is a chemical mix of hydrogen, carbon 
and chlorine and was first discovered in about 1850 and first used for commercial products in Germany in the 
20th Century. 
In 1926  BF Goodrich developed a method to plasticize PVC  by blending it with various additives. The result 
was a more flexible and more easily processed material that soon achieved widespread commercial use. 
PVC production is expected to exceed 40 million tons per year by 2016

PVC is now consequently available and used in two forms
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Light

Light over a period of time will cause a breakdown of the UV stabiliser in Industratex® and it will also 
breakdown (by oxidation) the hydrogen, carbon and chlorine bonds of the PVC. Typically it can be expected that 
Industratex® left in the sun may last only up to 3 to 5 years (eg car dash boards) but left covered will give good 
service well in excess of 10 years (eg PVC pipes buried in the ground last in excess of 50 years).
The exposure to sunlight is minimized in a Pioneer tank by the tank roof.   

Heat

High ambient heat greater than 70 deg over a long period of time will cause the loss of the plasticiser in 
Industratex®. The fabric is likely to go hard and crack if exposed to long periods of excessive heat.

Contact with petrochemical and oils
 
Petrochemicals and oils will over a period of time, dissolve the plasticizers out of the PVC Industratex® will go 
hard and may crack if exposed to excessive petrochemical and oils.

Acids And Alkalies

Industratex® tank liner fabrics generally have good stability to acids and alkalis but the plasticiser will hydrolyse 
(ie be split into two parts) with strong alkaloids.

Generally Industratex® is suitable for containment of liquids with a ph up to 9 or 10 or 11  ie alkaline.  At around 
10 we need to ask what is the chemical that is causing the high ph and get advice on the suitability.

Generally Industratex® and Powrseal is OK for the containment of acids ie low ph.
But if the ph is as low as say 3 or 4 or less we need to ask  what chemical is causing the low ph as Industratex® 
is not good for the containment of some acids e.g. nitric acid but is OK for other acids including hydrochloric 
acids at concentrations of up to 5%.

Alkalies: - Soaps and detergents
 
Soaps and detergents used to clean a tank liner may be highly alkaline, these should be diluted as much as 
possible and rinsed off as soon as possible so as to minimize contact time and subsequent damage to the liner.

Alkalies: - Newly pored concrete
 
New concrete has a high ph (ie in the order of 14) and over a period of time this may hydrolyse (dissolve)  the 
plasticizers out of the PVC, and Industratex® liner material may then become hard, stiff and may crack

Chlorine

As with PVC based swimming pool liners materials, Industratex® has a very good compatibility with chlorine and 
chlorine up to about 30 to 50 ppm will have little effect on the Industratex® tank liner. Chlorine rates above 50 
ppm may however start to reduce the life expectancy of the liner.

Organic substance

Long term exposure of PVC Industratex® liner material to organic fluids may cause oxidation/extraction/reaction 
of the plasticiser. A chemical assessment of compatibility is required to avoid tank liner damage.

Other chemicals

Other chemicals may also cause damage to PVC Industratex® tank liner fabric and to avoid this specific 
suitability analysis must be made for each application.
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IMPORTANCE OF CORRECT LAMINATION ON A WOVEN TANK LINER 
FABRIC

The fabric surface is critical in achieving a 100% waterproof liner fabric.
Typical polyethylene and/or PVC laminations or coatings can have imperfections. Such imperfections do not 
show up when the fabric is not stressed however with our experience we believe that it is common for a liner 
fabric to be under various stresses due to wrinkles and “bridging” wherever the fabric is not fully supported by 
the wall or floor of the tank. It is also known that during the fabrication; transport and installation process of a 
Tankliner the surface of the fabric is subject to scuffing and abrasion. These scuffs although very small can leak. 
This again is heightened if the fabric is under stress. 
As such if the water is able to find its way through the top lamination into the weave layer it then wicks along the 
weave until it finds a similar imperfection on the outer coating. At this point it may only show as a minute droplet 
however experience has shown us that tree roots and termites are attracted to these minute droplets and even-
tually develop into major problems.

Close up view of fabric showing lamination or coating imperfections
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HOW LINER FABRIC THICKNESS AFFECTS THE LINER PERFORMANCE

Liner Thickness

It is often mistakenly thought that a thicker liner fabric would be better for a “drop in” style tank liner.  If one was 
only looking at a non reinforced (monoplastic) liner material, thicker can be better, up to a point. As such it is im-
portant to understand the advantages of a multilayered woven liner fabric as well as the factors that are affected 
as the liner fabric thickness increases.

How liner fabric thickness affects the liner performance

The key criteria elements affected by thickness are Abrasion resistance; Flexibility and Weight.
The thicker the liner fabric the greater stretch of the fabric on the folds, this linked with abrasion when the liner 
is folded and scuffed is the key reason a thicker liner fabric often fails. In an ideal world the stretching of the liner 
on the folds is OK however when this stressed folded section of liner is subject to abrasion (during fabrication; 
transport and installation) the chance of damage increases.

The possibility of abrasion damage increases as the weight increases with thickness.
The flexibility of a liner fabric also decreases as the liner fabric thickness is increased. This loss in flexibility in-
creases the need for higher abrasion resistance as the fabric won’t bend or fold as easily at the tight fold points. 
This becomes a vicious cycle. 

Summary:

As such an ideal liner fabric is as thin and light as possible whilst still achieving the optimum tear and tensile 
strength; flex resistance; abrasion resistance and weight.
The best solution is shown to be a woven multilayer fabric that resolves all of the above issues, in our experience 
this is best achieved via our AQUALINER® or Industratex®  fabric which has been specifically designed as a 
multi layered “drop in” style liner fabric. 
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Statement of Compliance

The results in report number 4007/92.453 demonstrate compliance of Industratex to
AS 4020 (INT)-1994 at an exposure of 8250 mm2 per Litre.

The results stated in the reports relate to the sample of the product submitted for
testing. Any changes in the material formulation, process of manufacture, the method
of application, or the surface area-to-volume ratio in the end use, could affect the
suitability of the product for use in contact with drinking water.

fu n^v'<'-'
Michael Glasson
Team Leader Product Testing Laboratory

ABN 69336525019

AWQCNPOl
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PRODUCT PROFILE - Industratex® 650

Product Description:

Industratex® 650 is a heavy duty material with
polyester weave and a PVC coating. This fabric is
exclusively developed by Bartlett Tank Liners Pty
Ltd to provide a membrane for water storage,
specifically for tank lining applications.

Nominal Fabric Mass:

Tensile Strength:

Nominal Thickness:

Tongue Tear:

Coating Adhesion:

Flex Cracking:

Peak Max Temperature:

UV Stabilisation:

*NOTE:

Constant Max/Min
Temperature:

650 grams per square metre

Newtons per 50mm (AS2001.2.3)
Warp: 2600N
Weft: 2400N

0.60mm

Newtons per 50mm (BS3424.5)
Warp: 550N
Weft: 450N

Newtons per 50mm (AS1441.1973)
90N (min)

(AS1441.6)
400,000 cycles

+70°C *

Both faces have UV resistance and therefore may be exposed to the sun.
Excessive exposure and temperature may dry and shrink the material. It is
therefore recommended that the fabric be covered and protected from the UV

Peak temperature is governed by actual temperature, duration and regularity

-20°C to +50°C

Approvals:

Fabric is suitable for contact with foodstuffs 
according to: Australian Standard AS2070

Australian Standard: AS/NZS 4020:
Products for use in contact with drinking water.
Report Number: 4007/92.453

American Standard: NSF/ANSI Standard 61:
Drinking Water Approval. Certificate 3A240-02
>= 27,000 L CLD 23 FPVC

Fabric Properties:

For further information please contact Bartlett Tank Liners Pty Ltd:
Free Call: 1800 115 440
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